Kenyon Placed Fourth in Conference

RESUME OF SEASON

Kenyon has just completed the most successful basketball season since the 1915 campaign, when the Conference championship was brought to Gambier. Although it was conceded that Kenyon would cut some figure in conference circles, even the highest expectations were exceeded. Fourth place in the conference was attained by the Purple shooters, who were able to come within one point of defeating the unchallenged conference leader—Mount Union.

Out of a stiff schedule of fifteen games, which included meeting some of the hardest teams in the state, the Kenyon quintet emerged victorious with thirteen wins.

The season opened at Gambier with a decisive victory over Muskingum. In a southern trip wins were scored over both Cincinnati and Miami. Kenyon maintained his Conference lead by defeating Baldwin-Wallace, both at home, Western Reserve, and Otterbein. On February 9th, the Gambier shooters journeyed to Mount Union and in one of the finest cage battle ever witnessed in Alliance the eventual champions defeated of their formidable opponent by one point. In a return game with Miami, Kenyon came back with an easy victory. But on an off night, Coach Love's quintet suffered the worst defeat of the season at the hands of Wittenberg. Unforced by this untimely set-back, the Team continued to win.

THE FINAL GAMES

KENYON-WITTENBERG

After a flash ing start and leading at the end of the first half, the Kenyon quintet went to pieces and was throttled 41-30 by the Wittenberg team at Springfield, February 20th. The game was fast from beginning to end, and was marked by the rough playing of both teams. Kenyon went into an early lead, scoring three field goals before Wittenberg made a point. Kenyon secured the ball at every tipped from center and worked the ball down within shooting distance. At about the middle of the first half the score stood 17-4 in favor of the Purple, but short shots under the basket brought Wittenberg's score up and the half ended 19-18 in favor of the visitors. Van Epps, reading score in the Conference, having occasioned for six baskets. Wittenberg took the lead early in the second half and was never in danger the remainder of the game. Kenyon's shots were wild, while Wittenberg ran in beautiful long and short shots. With two men guarding him, Van Epps was held to one point this half. Foul shooting was very poor on the part of the Kenyon squad, while both six baskets out of sixteen tries.

KENYON-OHIO UNIVERSITY

Kenyon's rally in the last few minutes of play enabled them to defeat Ohio University 37-36 in one of the finest games seen at Athens this season. The Green and White led practically all of the way but were outgeneralled by the Purple, who again showed the form exhibited in the early days of the Ohio Conference race. Ohio started out with a five point lead but Kenyon retaliated by scoring six points in a hurry. The rest of the half was Ohio's, ending 16-12 in their favor. In the second half the Ohiots proceeded to run away with the rest, six of Wright's nine field goals coming at this time. With two minutes to play the score stood 26-29 and then Kenyon came back. Two field goals by Van Epps coupled with two more by Gale Evans did the business, and the game ended with Kenyon one point in the lead. Wright's star forward on the Ohio team and former Mount Union High player, who has been contending with Van Epps for scoring honors in the Conference, made 18 points for the Obians while Van Epps secured 11.

(Continued on page 7)
FIRST SITE OF KENYON NOW SUB-DIVISION OF COLUMBUS

Columbus realtors are extensively advertising "Ken View," a new subdivision of Worthington, Ohio, on the old Ohio estate of the Right Reverend Phillips Chase. The new subdivision, consisting of 130 acres, was purchased by the Reverend Chase in 1817 as the site for an Episcopalian college, his life’s ambition. The original house was held in a log addition to the old farm house, the predecessor of Kenyon College.

The old Chase farmhouse, now called "Kenyon Brook," is in the possession of the Misses Lora and Naomi Charlton, who have changed it as little as possible in making it habitable.

KENYON COUNTRY CLUB OPENING

The opening of the Kenyon Country Club, which will take place sometime in the near future, is being awaited with interest by the students of the college. As has been the custom, a bridge party will mark the beginning of the new social season. Arrangements have been made to have the Club beautifully decorated with baubles of green and brown. The music for the occasion will be furnished by an orchestra of at least twenty-five pieces, under the direction of "Soul" Eissell, with Dave Wright as soloist. The entertainment committee regrets to announce that it will be impossible to hold the traditional record flight, because of the fact that the Mt. Vernon hospital is not in a position this year to care for the injured.

WHAT HAVE WE HERE?

We’ve been hearing a bit of a row on a hill some miles south of here. Of course the students didn’t want the vacation, but it isn’t likely that the college authorities blew up the boiler that made the pause in academic work necessary. The whole affair at Denison seems rather petty and the request of the students for payment of the expense incurred by them in an extra holiday which was spent, probably, at their respective homes saving the usual expense of college residence, seems unfair and ridiculous. The section of the faculty in reply to the student slogan of “Millions for greater Denison but not one cent for fars,” and the chapel service where pence were hurled at the president, are but incidents in a quarrel which seems at once undignified and unworthy of a "hill-top" college.

Charles Brain has taken up residence in Mt. Vernon, and has been on the Hill several times during the past month.

LATE PLEDGING BECOMING POPULAR

A new system of pledging by the Fraternity at Kenyon is coming about gradually. This fact is illustrated by the number of men who were pledged during the last semester. A few years ago pledging at any time other than the first of the year, and of anyone but new men was very exceptional; now, pledging goes on throughout the college year. A list of the fraternity pledges is here given. This includes men who were carried over from the first semester as well as new men in college.

Delta Kappa Epsilon William Hanky, ’28
Delta Chi Phi Francis Humphreys, ’28
Austin McLain, ’28
Robert Weh, ’28
James Brewster, ’28
Pai Upsilon
Clifford Rezor, ’27
Carl Leonard, ’28
Daniel Patrick O’Brien, ’28
Beta Theta Pi
Jack Thorne, ’27
Thomas Jenkins, ’28
Roy Arbuthnot, ’28
Cutter Davis, ’28
Delta Tau Delta
Donald Gussman, ’26
Sigma Pi
Harold Thoburn, ’28
Harry Stewart, ’28
George Sehway, ’28

MOTION PICTURE AT ROSSE HALL

Gambier was invaded a short time ago by representatives of the Cleveland Illuminating Company. It was rumored that we were to enjoy a real, live, stirring picture show with comedies and everything. It was to be free, absolutely free.

During the entire showing, the audience, all eyes, was held spell-bound by the passionate scenes of the heart-rending, blood-and-thunder melodrama. Numerous Kenyon College chairs were kicked to pieces by enthusiastic lookers on when they could no longer contain themselves during such scenes as the one in which the huge, fire-breathing dragon, the dynamo, is pointed out to the heroine by the villainous beast of the monster. It is only saved from death by her brother, a dashing youth of thirteen.

The main show was preceded by a few remarks by one of the men who was responsible for the show. He spoke of the enormous tasks accomplished by electricity, and he impressed upon every one present the fact that he should remember the great power at his command every time he should push the electric light button. Therefore, remember (when you push the button.)
FRESHMAN BASKETBALL TEAM


SPRING FOOTBALL
NOW UNDER WAY

Coach Wiper officially inaugurated the 1925 football season at Kenyon College when he ordered the gridiron men to turn out on March 4th for the first meeting of the year. As it is too early in the season to don the uniforms, work-outs for the next few weeks will be held in Rosse Hall, where the candidates will be drilled in fundamentals in preparation for a gruelling ten days on Benson Field.

About twenty-five prospective pigskin toters turned out for the first meeting, and by the end of the month Wiper expects the number to be swollen to forty. With the aid of these indoor sessions and blackboard lectures, the men will be prepared for a week’s intensive work in the open. Thus a great deal of the time devoted each fall to dull in the fundamentals of the game can be spent in scrimmage, which will put the squad in better shape for the first game of the season.

With only a few men missing from last year’s team, and with veteran Sophomores to work into these holes, the prospects for a brilliant gridiron campaign are far from being poor.

SOPHOMORES BEATEN
BY FRESHMEN

The Sophomore Class Basketball team went down to disastrous defeat at the hands of the Freshman Quintet in a preliminary game before the Ohio University set-to on February 22nd. The final tally was 38-13. The game was fast and furious until the third inning, when the big Freshman Sextet knocked the elusive pull over the First-baseman’s head deep into left field. But on the third down, Greer, 27’s flashy center, chased the pack into the King-Row and rounded the five mile bursy far in advance of Sir Thomas Lipton’s fleet sail-craft. The sly Mair, driving the new Mercer Eight, unavoidably skidded into him on the twentieth lap, forcing “Red” Rusk to finesse his partner’s lead. Nastly skimming the water, he finished the plunge ahead of the green me-man. However, he missed a beautiful shot in the beginning of the third chukker when his pony slipped on the polished alley and his mallet missed the pins by a wide margin. Thus the scintillating fresh eleven forged ahead. Time after time the globular pig-skim passed the goal-keeper and with a flashing left to the jaw, the second-year men were held in a check mate until the final whistle blew. The line-up:

Sophomores Freshman
Greer c
Johnson 1f
March r b
Muir Mechanic
Rusk 1b
Smith end
Costello 1g
Pufffenberger pilot
Sheldon p
Needham 1st

“PIES FOR THE MOST
FASTIDIOUS SMOKER”

Underboar
BBB Own Make
Kahl & Peterson
Dorf
Canny
Gratwell
Lawson
Russo
London Pipe Co.

CANDYLAND
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO

Candy--
Chocolates, Bon-Bons and all Varieties of Candies in Artistic Fancy Boxes and Baskets.

AUTHORIZED AGENTS for
Johnston’s: Gilberts: Geraldine Ferrar: Crane’s
Appelo: Raynor’s
and the famous French Mavis Chocolates

THE KENYON COMMONS SHOP

We are now handling a small assortment of Toilet Articles and Drugs
If we haven’t what you desire we will get it by evening of the same day your order is placed.
Your patronage in this new line will be appreciated.
VURTUOUS' PEEPS FROM THE CYCLONE CELLAR

We respectfully suggest that if the campus is to be dug up for the Sophomore more dance is high time for the shoveling season. So far not a shovel-full of dirt has been turned. Is Kenyon losing another ancient tradition?

* * * * *

Have you signed the Curfew petition?

* * * * * *

"I'm a self-governed animal," said the bear in the trap. "I may kick my other leg to my heart's content. Surely I have no right to complain merely because the trap has crushed one leg.

* * * * * *

Axiom No. 8: Always pay cash, and you will never have debts. Not anything else.

* * * * *

Recent statistics lead us to think that, however much may be left to be desired in the conduct of the student body, Kenyon men do NOT snowball-baby-carriages!

* * * * * *

Although we have no figures at hand to show the number and relative displacement of the Beat Buzzer in Knox County, surface features tend to show that Kenyon is situated in what might not erroneously be termed a "rural community." Now, we regard to this matter of cream for central at the Commons in the morning .... just a suggestion, of course, but you see cows furnish cream as well as milk, and ...
INTRA-MURAL BASKETBALL

Intra-Mural Basketball has started off this year with a decided bang. There has been a large turnout of students at every game, and this condition is bound to continue because of the interest displayed. The division of college is divided into two leagues, playing among themselves, the winners of each league to battle for the championship at the close of the competition.

In the first game Middle Leonard scored a decisive win over North Leonard, 23 to 6. Rybak started for the winners, caging 19 of his team total points. The losers put up a game battle, but the size and weight of their opponents counted heavily against them.

West Wing started the ball rolling in their league by beating South Hanna 13 to 7 in a rough, exciting game. The Wing team had no outstanding star, but all played hard basketball throughout. French and Price were in the limelight for South Hanna.

Displaying a team that may bring a second consecutive championship to that division, Middle Kenyon overwhelmed North Hanna, 22 to 6. Shannon and Costello featured for last year's champions.

After being held to a close score in the first half by South Leonard, East Wing's small fast aggregate came back strong and won 17-9. Humphreys was high scorer, nipping five two-pointers.

In its second game Middle Kenyon duplicated its former feat by downing North Leonard 17 to 6 in a game featured by its roughness.

In what proved to be the most exciting game of those yet played, West Wing moved out South Leonard by a one-point margin 16 to 15. To add to the spirit of things the losers were accompanied by a ten piece band which played throughout the game. The teams were tied at half time with six points apiece, and the game during the final period was as exciting as some of the Varsity skirmishes have been. Both teams missed repeated shots under the hoop but these were forgotten in the volley of long shots that were sunk. Stewart caging one in the last minute that won the game for the Wing team.

NOTHING SPECTACULAR ABOUT LAST ASSEMBLY

The regular monthly meeting of the Assembly was held in Phi Beta Hall on Monday, February the ninth. A motion was passed which adopted the ruling that white sweaters should be awarded to Sophomore and Junior letter men and that the Senior letter men should have their choice between white and black sweaters. Mr. Corr, in charge of the Senior Council, announced that complaints had been received from Harcourt School to the effect that the girls were disturbed at night by the loud talking and singing of students on the Path. He issued a warning that anyone convicted of willfully disturbing the School would be punished by the Council.

AMERICAMPUS

(Continued from page 4)

High lights on American intelligence pointed out by the renowned and sagacious Percy Marks. These panegyric utterances appear a bit paradoxical since Percy gave as his reason for writing The Plastic Age, "It will stimulate undergraduate thought!" Writing in the University of Delaware Review under the title, "Rabbit Brand Rabbit," he says: "It is a platitude to say that men are supposed to learn to think in college, and it is another platitude to say that independent thought in average American College is severely discouraged. The reason is clear. The professors are told what the yestman teach, and the students soon learn that the easiest way to get a high grade is to repeat what the professor has said. We have, then, the stupid picture of parrots parroting parrot.

"Thus we have completed the vicious circle; presidents, professors and students all running foolishly about like dogs chasing their own tails, while the trustees condense to leave their desks for a few days each year to crack the whip and see that the circle is not broken. Thinking in the American college? It doesn't exist, and it won't exist until the circle is broken; and the circle won't be broken until the college is controlled by competent educators."-The New Student.

Further indication that institutions of higher education are susceptible to voodooism is shown by the triumph of sentimentality in the selection of an appropriate song for the University of Nevada:

"Two songs have been in existence for some time: one, the official one, "I'm a Miner"; the other, "Nevada, My Nevada." The second seems to be the present leader, as being altogether more dignified, individual, prayerful, impressive. The less favored one is "Half Song, Half Bleacher" or "Toast."
THE "REVEILLE"

One of the worst and most firmly rooted traditions in Kenyon College is that every class before graduating must face the payment of a rather large debt incurred by the publication of "The Reveille" in its junior year. "The Reveille" is the college annual, and there is no reason why the Junior Class should bear the brunt of the financial burden as well as the responsibility of editing it. Obviously, there is some relation between the editorial value and the financial success of the book, but recent years have shown this relation to be very slight—regardless of "The Reveille's" merit, a large percentage of the student body has failed to subscribe. Common sense would seem to indicate either that Kenyon must cease to have an annual, or that it must support it unaided. Practically everyone will vote for "The Reveille," but the test—Will they back it? A canvas of the College so far has unearthed some cash and inanimate promises, most of which will no doubt prove good; but we need the money now to get the full discount on our debts by meeting them as they come due. Thus only can we hope to keep the traditional indebtedness down to a nominal amount.

It would be wise to say that our "Reveille" will be the best ever published at Kenyon, however true; so let us content ourselves by asserting that the 1926 annual will contain a number of distinct changes, which, we think, will be generally recognized as for the best. Let us have your assessment when that next check arrives! D. M. B.

MID-SEMESTER DANCE

The senior class made its final social bow February 3 and 4 at the annual mid-semester party. All three of the dances, the formal, the informal, and the tea-dance, were attractive, and the committee should be congratulated on its work. Rose Hall was decorated in black and white, making a very pleasant color scheme. A colored orchestra from Columbus furnished the music. However, the attendance was not sufficient to Spudate even a part of the class debt. Although more enthusiasm was shown than at the fall dance, the student body evidenced very little of the old-time social instinct. Let us hope that a culmination of interest will be reached at the Sophomore Hop this spring, counteracting, to some extent the natural reaction that follows a mediocre attendance.

THE WELLS-SHANNON CO. OF ITHICA, N. N.

Fine Clothier And Haberdasher
For College Men

Represented by
REG WELLS — Middle Leonard

The Winchester Store
KELLY-MITCHELL & GOODELL
No. 9 South Main Street
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Guns and Ammunition Contractors' and Builders Hardware A Speciality

"Bob" Casteel
THE BARBER

POOL ROOM IN REAR

Wholesale Dealers in
Gandy, Cigars, Cigarettes
M. HYMAN
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Health and strength comes from the liberal use of dairy products.

In proportion to the food value contained, dairy products are the lowest priced foods.

JEWELL ICE CREAM AND MILK CO.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

AMERICAN BEAUTY SHOPPE
Hats Cleaned and Blocked
Shoes Shined and Dyed.

15 South Main Street,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

JOHN ZUGGARO FRUIT COMPANY

WHOLESALE FRUIT AND PRODUCE
Mount Vernon, Ohio

COLLEGE MEN!
THE NEW SPRING STYLES
Are Now Ready
DRESS BETTER FOR LESS! at
MILTON S. LEWIS
120 S. Main St.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

MALLORY HATS

THE BAKERY
GOOD EATS

Geo. Evans
Mert Jacobs
THE TEMPLE OF THE SUPER-CONSCIOUS MIND

There has been much talk recently about the power of the subconscious mind, and Canon Watson gave to that notion a new significance and a new meaning in his talk at the monthly services on "The Temple of the Super-Conscious Mind."

He pictured this region within each one of us as a palace with a myriad number of rooms, in only a very few of which we live. "Some of us spend our whole lives in the kitchen, thinking of little but the next day's food. Many prefer to live in the parlor, occupied with the pleasant and ornamental side of existence. Many never get out of the nursery and spend their precious lives playing with dolls. Some even prefer to live in the cellar—along with the rats!"

The unoccupied rooms he divided into two classes. In the first category he placed those in which we have once lived, but out of which we have been driven by "a stream of intangible lava slowly flowing in from some Mount Venus, solidifying as it flows, until that room is a room no longer but a lost appreciation." This lava may take the form of some materialism, greed for money, pessimism, or selfish habit, any one of which may drive us from the best rooms of the house.

In the second category he placed those rooms which we have never yet entered, but the keys to which, study, scholarship, and service, ever lie before us.

He then pictured the "upper room" in ourselves in which we entertain life. Each guest has with him a Judas who is ever present menace to us. Just as a Judas called grief; Ambition a Judas; Failure; Conundrums a Judas; Farewell; Health a Judas; Disease; Life a Judas; Death. It is, however, in dealing with these Judases that the Soul finds life and strength, and "the Cup of Pain becomes the Wine of Life."

The large attendance of college men at these lectures is evidence of the appreciation and respect which "the Canon" inspires in Kenyon men.

THE FINAL GAMES

(Continued from page 1)

KENYON-OHIO UNIVERSITY

Kenyon barely nosed out Ohio University in the return game at Gambier after leading by twelve points at the end of the half. The Purple started a scoring spree as soon as the game started and amassed 16 points before the Ohioans made their only field goal of the first half. Kenyon's guarding was superb this period, and the much-touted Wright was held from scoring. The half ended 20-8 in favor of the Purple.

Ohio came back strong in the second half, four long field goals by Wright helping raise their score by 21 points. Kenyon's close guarding was good but exceptionally long shots by the Ohioans nearly proved the undoing of the Episcopalian. With three minutes to play Kenyon was leading by the scant margin of one point, 28-27. In a last attempt to score Captain Lewis was fouled and both free throws tallied. A long shot by Ohio ran the score to 30-29, where the game ended with the firing of the gun.

KENYON-MUSKINGUM

Kenyon was forced into an overtime to defeat the Muskingum quintet in what proved to be one of the hardest fought games of the season. Kenyon obtained an early lead which was retained until the half ended 20-16. In the second half the Presbyterians overcame the lead of the Purple and the score shifted back and forth, and at 23-23 the time was up. In the overtime, Kenyon made four points and Muskingum two, the game ending 29-27.

KENYON-OTTICEBEIN

Kenyon had little difficulty in swamping Otterbein 54-22 at Westerville in their second encounter this season. Van Epps was closely guarded and managed to score only six points. Corey led in the scoring for Kenyon with 15 points while Captain Lewis and Peters made 14 and 11 points respectively.

KENYON HIRAM

Kenyon wound up a very successful basketball season by defeating Hiram College in Rose Hall 45-34. This game terminated the college basketball careers of Captain Lewis, "Buck" Evans, Corey and Stanfield. The game itself was fast and exciting; the Purple being held to a three point lead until the close of the first half, but during the second half they destroyed some of the flash and speed that has won so many games for them this season.

Van Epps practically clinched his position as high individual scorer of the Ohio Conference by caging ten baskets and two free throws for a total of twenty-two points. This was the third Ohio Conference victory won by the Hill quintet and marks the close of the best basketball season Kenyon has enjoyed since 1913.

Kenyon 33 -- Muskingum 20
Kenyon 21 -- Cincinnati 20
Kenyon 22 -- Miami 17
Kenyon 22 -- Baldwin-Wallace 16
Kenyon 34 -- Western Reserve 23
Kenyon 54 -- Otterbein 31
Kenyon 45 -- Baldwin-Wallace 23
Kenyon 24 -- Mt. Union 23
Kenyon 46 -- Miami 22
Kenyon 30 -- Wittenberg 41
Kenyon 37 -- Ohio University 36
Kenyon 30 -- Ohio University 29
Kenyon 29 -- Mount Union 27
Kenyon 54 -- Otterbein 22
Kenyon 43 -- Hiram 34

The session on Sunday, March Ist, was well attended. Mrs. Howard S. Doolittle, formerly of Lehigh University, was introduced. A conference on the care of the sick was held, and an educational committee was appointed by the session to handle the work of the convention.

SABRINA DOOLITTLE

GENERAL MERCHANDISE


CHASE AVE., GAMBIER, OHIO

LINACRE STRIPES

The very newest style no tie in young men's collegiate neckwear.
Nothing less in style or beauty than the Linacre Stripes.

They'll be on display about Jan. 28. Priced at $1.00, $1.50 and $2.50

CORRECTIVE FOOTWEAR SEVERNS

EXTRA TO VINE THEATER

MT. VERNON, OHIO

S. R. DOOLITTLE

GENERAL MERCHANDISE


CHASE AVE., GAMBIER, OHIO

CALL A YELLOW

PHONE 1060

MT. VERNON--GAMBIER $1.50

T W. OHIO AVENUE

V. L. HANKINS, MGR.

Try a Denver Sandwich

DICE

2nd Floor Front M. K.

KENAGA
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PURPLE basketeers fought their way to two successive wins over Ohio University, the only team to defeat Ohio Wesleyan, which is conceded by many critics to be the outstanding team of the season. Of the remaining teams, Muskingum was the only outfit to offer any formidable resistance, the season being closed by decisive wins over Otterbein and Hiram.

At the close of the Hiram game, four indispensable veterans completed their associations with the Kenyon basketball team. The loss of Captain "Burt" Lewis, Alvin Corey, E. H. Stanfield, and L. G. Evans, will be keenly felt, and we can only hope that next year's team will maintain their excellent standing.

Captain "Burt" Lewis, veteran of three seasons proved himself not only a competent leader but also an aggressive player. His guarding was excellent, and he was noted for the accuracy of his long shots at critical times. Lewis will be missed greatly by next year's team.

"Bud" Evans, last year's captain, stood out as one of the exceptional guards of the season. What Evans lacked in stature he made up in speed and ability. With Lewis and Evans handling the back court, the Purple defense was practically impregnable.

Clean, fast, and a good shot, Al Corey could always be depended upon to pile up the Kenyon score. Throughout the season he was classed as one of the high point scorers and his name was well toward the top of the list.

"Eddie" Stanfield and Harold Peters, who alternated at the other forward position, were consistent and able members of the offense. Next year's squad is fortunate in having a man of Peters' caliber to take the place vacated by Stanfield.

The success of the past season is due in a large measure to the outstanding work of Clayton Van Epps. The lack of a competent man for the pivot position in last year's season was keenly felt, and Van Epps capably bolstered up this deficiency. His excellent eye placed him as the high scorer in the Conference from the very start, and he has kept in advance of Wright of Ohio University during the entire season. In spite of the close guarding of his opponents, he finished the season as Conference leader with a total of 188 points, 74 goals and 46 free throws.

Wright with a total of 164 points, 72 goals and twenty free throws but he has hopes of raising his tally in the game with Wittenberg. Van Epps' next floor-work, the cleanliness of his game, his unselfishness and team work, are truly significant of a stellar basketballer and one who deserves a place on the All-Ohio Team.

Gile Evans was a reliable and versatile reserve and proved valuable in many crises. Honorable mention should be made of Corus, Furnis, Lyman, and Grego, who proved themselves competent in taking the place of the regulars.

A great deal of credit should be given not only to Coach Wendell C. Love for his excellent coaching ability and splendid leadership, but also to W. H. Rusk, '25 who proved an extremely reliable and efficient manager.

The steam-shovel works impatiently as the wrecking crew prepares to eliminate the element of beauty from the Sophomore Hop. All young ladies who are to be present at that event should be provided with hip-boots and scaling ladders.
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DESK LAMPS S1.75 up
The cost of a lamp is a small premium to pay for eyesight insurance. In addition to the protection you derive for the eyes, you produce more efficient work.
Let us show you our assortment.
KNECHT-FEENEY ELECTRIC COMPANY
6 S. Main St.
Mt. Vernon, O.

College of Law
UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI
(Cincinnati Law School)
Announces the opening of its ninety-third year September 21, 1925.
For catalogue and other information address Secretary, College of Law,
Clifton Ave. west of Vine St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

THE BOOK and ART SHOP
BOOKS — PICTURES — ENGRAVING
GREETING CARDS
136 South Main Street, Mount Vernon, Ohio.

MARDIS MUSIC STORE
HOME OF VICTOR & BRUNSWICK
Always the latest records.
108 South Main Street, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

THE KOKOSING LUNCH AND GIFT SHOP
10 South Main Street, Mt. Vernon, Ohio
MRS. FRANCES W. BLAKE, Hostess
A wonderful showing of Gifts of all kinds

DUPLICATE PORTRAITS
CAN BE FURNISHED FROM NEGATIVES
Made At
TINKEY'S STUDIO
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Mark Hanna
(W. C. Colwell)
Lawler's Pharmacy
On the Square, Cor. James St.
WELCOMES YOU
Mt. Vernon, Ohio